
Application 
*This page will be public facing

Building or Project Name (if applicable) 

Street Number Street Name Suite/Unit Number 

Community 

Other Location Information (if no civic number assigned) 

Associated permits numbers Estimated project start date / end 
date 

Describe the activity, including the type of noise impacts, and duration of the expected after/before hours noise events. 

LOCATION OF CONSTRUCTION

ANTICIPATED NOISE EVENT(S) 

REASON FOR EXEMPTION 
Description of why noise within the prohibited hours of the N-200 By-law is required. 

Description 
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Describe what site-specific steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise during all hours of construction. (i.e. 
measures could include locating construction equipment away from residences, discouraging queuing of vehicles 
prior to site opening etc.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES – SITE ORGANIZATION 

Describe what equipment related steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise during all hours of construction. 
(i.e. measures could include sound barriers to muffle generators, scheduled inspections of equipment’s condition etc.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES - EQUIPMENT 
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Describe what other steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise during all hours of construction. (i.e. measures 
could include training, schedule after hours truck routes, solid hoarding and other measures not otherwise listed.) 

MITIGATION MEASURES - OTHER 


	Construction Noise Exemption Requirements
	The “Construction Noise Exemption Application” should be submitted for an exemption as early as possible (i.e. at time of construction permit application), this will allow future noise events to be approved by HRM in a timely manner.
	The “Noise Event Request” form shall be submitted a minimum of five (5) business days prior to the event.
	The “Notice to Residents and Businesses” template shall be used as the written notice and delivered to properties within 30m of the construction site / noise event.

	Construction Noise Exemption Application

	Building or Project Name if applicable: Lock Suite
	Street Number_2: 1110
	Street Name_2: Wellington Street
	SuiteUnit Number_2: NA
	Community: Halifax
	Other Location Information if required please show on site plan: NA
	Associated permits numbers ie encroachment grade alteration building etc: BP-2021-02485
	Estimated project start date  end date: May 2022 to May 2024
	Describe the activity including the type of noise impacts and duration of the expected afterbefore hours noise events: General purpose behind the anticipated noise event will primarily be based on concrete placement and finishing.  Noise will likely consist of trucks revving up to unload , active workers talking , and general light banging and small gas engine vibrators and polishers. Generally the placement of the concrete will be done during regular allowed hours but may run late due to mechanical issues, traffic or weather. Polishing of slabs is the key time factor as it coincides with curing of placed concrete which is weather / temperature driven but generally consists of  lower noise levels. Polishing  /  finishing of slabs could range from a few hrs to overnight pending on slab size and weather conditions.
	Description of why noise within the prohibited hours of the N200 Bylaw is required: Exemption would be necessary due to curing times of the concrete. Larger slabs poured at 7-8 am generally are not workable until later in the afternoon pending weather conditions and can take anywhere from 3-4 hrs up to 8-10 hrs or more to finish pending on slab size and conditions. 
	Describe what sitespecific steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include locating construction equipment away from residences discouraging queuing of vehicles prior to site opening etc: Generally we would try to pour first thing in the morning and stage trucks and equipment as far away from neighboring properties as we can and site conditions will allow. We also try our best to start our finishing process closest to neighboring properties as early as possible, this will help keep the noise down as the night goes on. We also try our best to do pours Monday to Friday to limit weekend work when schedules allow. 
	Describe what equipment related steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include sound barriers to muffle generators scheduled inspections of equipments condition etc: We try to Mitigate sound by staging as far away from neighbors as possible (site / trades offices, storage cans, equipment). Using electric sky crane and buckets to place concrete instead of large pumper trucks. Organizing delivery's during normal working hours and controlling trade vehicle / equipment access to site during off hours. Placing of generators and pumps within the site and only run when needed and shut of when not being used. Regular inspection of equipment to ensure proper operation, including mufflers and lubrication of parts.  
	Describe what other steps you will take to reduce the impact of the noise ie measures could include training schedule after hours truck routes solid hoarding and other measures not otherwise listed: -Educating trades and suppliers on the importance of community respect and take into consideration how they would feel if they lived next door.-Try and keep deliveries / larger noise events between non restricted work hours Monday to Friday when possible.-Use of electric or gas tools when feasible.- Use hoardings / tarps to help deflect noise.- Ensure unnecessary noise  is controlled i.e. radios, yelling, leaving equipment running when not readily being used ect.- Use of admixtures to help cure concrete in a timely manner during low temperatures.
	Description: Construct a residential use building


